
Housing and Affordable Housing Stage 3 Report 

1.1 Map showing the boundary of the Civil Parish of Ponteland 

 

 

1.2 Settlement Composition & Role 

The designated area for the Neighbourhood Plan is the same as the Civil Parish of Ponteland which 

consists of Ponteland village (including Darras Hall Estate), Medburn, Milbourne, and Prestwick 

together with surrounding hamlets and farms. 

Ponteland’s history shows a background of rural farms which due to its location developed as a rural 

trading area and stagecoach route where horse teams were switched at Clickamin. The slaughter 

house was located by the river Pont, a pub for traveller’s refreshment, a smithy and church all the 

basic needs of the traveller. The rural village, by now a settlement, developed over decades as a 

centre to trade rural stock. The major road, now the A696, was the route north to Scotland, which 

runs through the village and across the river Pont towards Otterburn. 



Darras Hall forefathers purchased 3 farms covering approximately 1,000 acres of poor agricultural 

land, in the Callerton area, to transform over time into a “Garden Village” for the North. This placed 

a new settlement on the other side of the now A696. At the turn of the 1900’s the Darras Hall Estate 

was set up by a Trust Deed providing housing on large plots of land for the emerging middle classes 

of the City of Newcastle. The concept was to enable the middle management work force to live away 

from their work in a rural setting and safeguarding the values of the original forefathers who put into 

place their dream in 1910. Large 5 acre plots were initially purchased with a covenant restricting the 

division of each of these plots to a minimum of a quarter of an acre. This Estate developed slowly up 

until the 1970’s when housing values started to climb and by the mid 1980’s values of houses in the 

Ponteland area followed the pricing trends of the South of England, making it a very desirable place 

to live with over 2,500 executive houses (60% of Ponteland housing). 

By now the two settlements were one and Ponteland has evolved to provide a range of housing 

types together with schools, shops, small businesses, medical facilities and associated infrastructure 

which serve both the village and the outlying areas within the Parish. The close location of Newcastle 

and Gateshead has a massive impact on Ponteland and the way it has developed. Most residents 

work, play and shop out of the area making us very much a dormitory location and although 

Ponteland has a Town status the residents still see Ponteland as a village with poor shopping areas 

other than supermarkets. This will in turn force residents to seek goods and services outside of 

Ponteland. 

Many employers find it difficult to recruit locally and employ staff from outside the area, mainly 

Newcastle. Residents travel out of the area for employment due to the close proximity of Newcastle, 

Sunderland, Gateshead, Morpeth and Hexham by their own transport. (North South East & West) 

Ponteland is sometimes referred to a dormitory town. Residents have a high ownership of their own 

transport with a limited public transport provision to Newcastle and a poor service to Stamfordam 

and Morpeth. 

Due to an excellent quality 3 tier education system it has resulted in a disproportionate demand for 

housing from the professional classes; this in turn affects the cost of housing in the area keeping 

property prices and rents disproportionally high.   

 

1.3 Current Housing Mix 

There are 4,343 houses or bungalows in the civil parish of Ponteland that makes up 92% of 

households, 65% are detached with only 23% semidetached, 5% terraced and 8% apartments. 

Observations have shown detached properties largely in Darras Hall and a mix in the village area. 

Replacement housing has shown an increase in footprint size and bedroom capacity and most new 

developments of housing are 3/4 bedroom properties and it is only the apartments that show a 

provision for 1 or 2 bedrooms. 

Estate Agents confirm the desperate need for 1 or 2 bed properties that are not apartments for the 

elderly downsizing for their retirement, who wish to stay local. Young couples may not consider 

living locally in starter homes due to the current house prices and housing availability 3 miles away 

at a new development costly at least £100K less. 



There is a high demand for rental properties, at the upper end of the market, Directors and Senior 

Officials require executive housing to match their status for relatively short periods of time 6 

months-2 years before they move on. Another need is for temporary dwellings between selling and 

repurchase of a property and finally that of social housing. 

 

1.4 Market Trends         Interview with Local Estate Agent 

The information gathered on house purchase and house rental specifically in the NE 20 area which 

covers Ponteland village, Darras Hall and the surrounding rural areas to include that of the “small 

area” 

The Estate Agents initial comments was that the Ponteland area does not follow the norm, it is 

unique that is its character & charm. Their clients aspire to live here and do not move here to work, 

but to acquire a better standard of living. The area attracts professional grades, (backed up by the 

census information) work, shopping and entertainment are sought further away by choice. This has 

been an historical factor of the development of the village and Darras Hall over the last 100 years. 

House purchasing market is consistent showing mainly families wishing to relocate into the area for 

the standard of living and the benefits the area can give into their future. E.g. the 3 tier education 

system, the rural setting and a feel good factor. Younger age people without children and first time 

buyers would not choose to locate in Ponteland due the higher asking prices of properties. Young 

purchasers can acquire more for their money if they locate out of NE 20 and further into Newcastle 

suburbs e.g. Kingston Park or one of the new developments on the city fringe. 

The rental market attracts a wider spectrum of client from the footballer or the Manager’s relocated 

into the area requiring a high level of luxury accommodation, security and privacy which will not be 

met in other areas within easy reach of Newcastle and Sunderland. The transfer windows in January 

and June to August each year see a surge of new signings located into prestige’s properties by the 

respective Football Clubs. The properties they occupy are the mansions built in the boom years 

when property prices were souring. As developers have not been able to sell these expensive 

properties and their value has plummeted renting them out is the only option to pay back excessive 

loans. A cost of £3,500 to £6,000 per calendar month is not unusual. 

The second type of client, high end professional management careers minded individuals brought in 

to a prestigious Company are relocated to the north and part of the settlement package is suitable 

accommodation to match their status. 

Third type of client due to a career move needs locating their family with the benefits that Ponteland 

can offer with the prime objective to purchase a property after sampling and settling into the area. 

Lastly, those who for a variety of reasons can’t purchase a property as they can’t get mortgages due 

to poor credit rating, a poor credit score with Banks, been caught out in previous years, bankruptcy 

or have genuine concerns over how the interest rates will change over the next few years. 

Many of the rental properties, up to 25% are also up for sale at the same time, this has been due to 

a developer, in this instance the term developer will only be a small builder or company, who 

purchased in the boom years at a high price and now finds his acquisition has plummeted in today’s 



market and is faced with repayments on the original price and the only alternative is to rent out in 

the short term and have the property on the market at the same time. 

 

1.5 Residents Profile 

The breakdown of the population by age shows 84% are 16 or over and 75% are 25 and over this 

gives a high percentage of adults living in the Civil Parish of Ponteland. 

Property ownership shows 51% of properties owned outright and an additional 35% owned with a 

mortgage, (51% + 35% = 86%) leaving 5% social rented ant 9% in private rent. 

24% of household composition is lived in by a single person with an additional 72% one family 

occupancy. 

64% of residents are economically active in employment with 36% inactive, 24% of which are retired 

leaving 5% in full time student (above 16 yrs of age) 

Referring to those employed their nature of occupation shows 58% in Managerial Professional and 

Technical employment and 31% in Service and elementary occupations. 

 

Ponteland has an ageing population in comparison to the rest of the County with a higher than 

average owned homes by professional sector occupations. The availability of social rented property 

is extremely low with the private rental market at the higher end of the social bracket, short stay 

executive housing. 

 

2 Northumberland Core Strategy Proposals 

2.1 Population Projections   (refers to Preferred Options Consultation Document) 

Changing pattern 

4.2 Net inward migrations is the only reason the County’s population has increased over recent 

years this is largely as a result of older people moving into the county who are approaching or are at 

retirement age. 

 By 2031 31% of Northumberland's projected population will be over 65, 24% in the NE & 22% in 

England. 

17% under 16 low & high levels of out migration 53% age 25-64 and 15-24 leave the County for 

FE/HE and do not return. This pattern would predict an increase of 4.2% by 2031 compared to a 

national figure of 15.3%. The result would be a shrinking work force age population and a reduction 

in the number of families in the County. This could cause a reduction to provide a labour force to 

existing/potential employers wanting to locate to the County. Existing population is getting older 

 



Population past 

All projections have been based on the 2010 sub national population projections showing an 

increase of 4.2% increase, 812 dwellings each year. Considering the impact of these projections this 

indicates unbalanced, unstable population change. Assessing the past 5 year delivery of 780 

dwellings. 

The impact gives an even lower population increase of 3.7% 

Projected Population change, Past Delivery and Current Housing Numbers 

A population growth of +2.3% in Ponteland, a past delivery of +0.9% & current housing no’s +3.7%, 

based on 3 years only. 

 

2.2 Relationship between Economy & Housing 

Increasing the number of jobs will enable the large commuting outflows to be reduced, as residents 

will be better able to meet their employment needs within the County. The County needs to make 

itself attractive to employers and employment growth by creating and sustaining a sufficient and 

suitably skilled workforce. Sufficient housing will be required for the work force, opportunities for 

the young and the families to remain and return to Northumberland.  

Assessment of the impact of the level of homes built on changes in the population shows a loss of 

almost 500 jobs per annum taking employers with them. 

Planning to grow using population projections, past delivery housing numbers would impact on the 

vitality & resilience of communities as follows: 

Reduction in wealth and individual spend, increase pressure on Social Care and Welfare, reduced 

local spend, job threats, suppressed innovation, less competitive and less able to attract new 

investment. 

The strategy for Housing in Northumberland must complement and not constrain economic growth 

aspirations. The policies in the Core Strategy must seek to boost significantly the supply of housing 

to attract families into the County, increase the labour force and support diverse and resilient 

communities. 

 

2.3 Housing Growth Proposals 

In order to deliver the level of jobs required there is a need to allow 24,000 new homes over the 

period of the Plan, The Council looked at the impact of different housing growth scenarios on the 

whole County, Main Towns, Service Centres and rural areas. 

The assessment considered for each category the role & function, impact of past policies, projected 

population change, housing demand, land suitability & deliverability and any constraints. 

The central Northumberland area housing requirements predicted are:  



6,270 dwellings with an average of 314 annual deliveries with a projection of 12.3% 

 

2.4 Population and Household Size 

Population Numbers by Age 

0-15 years   1,765 

16-64           6,238 

65 + years   2,918 

TOTAL         10,921 Residents in the Civil Parish 

 

Accommodation Type 

House/Bungalow                                                                   4,343 

Detached                                                                                3,045 

Semi-detached                                                                      1,065 

Terraced                                                                                    233 

Apartment                                                                                368 

Caravan/Mobile                                                                           2 

 

 

Resident Occupancy 

Household spaces occupied with at least 1 resident      4,486 

Household spaces no resident occupancy                           227 

TOTAL Household Spaces                                                    4,713 

 

Resident Population average by household was               2.4                                         

Number of people per Hectare                                             1.9 

Number of people per square kilometre                        189.7 

 

Dwelling Ownership 



Household ownership outright or mortgage                   86% 

Social rented                                                                            5% 

Private rented                                                                          9% 

 

2.5 Comparison of Civil Parish & Ponteland “Small Area” 

Civil Parish Map 

Ponteland small area 

The main settlements are Ponteland Village and Darras Hall Estate, the lesser rural area also includes 

Stamfordham and Medburn. 

 

2.6 Affordable Housing 

Access to affordable housing particularly within the rented sector is an issue across the area 

 

2.7 Land available in the Civil Parish of Ponteland & Ponteland “small area” 

 



 

2.8 Locations for Housing Growth 

The preferred strategy will focus housing development in two key locations, the Police HQ to the 

north west of Ponteland at Smallburn and a broad area to the south east. 

The Police HQ has the benefit of planning consent covering part of the site, as viewed as previously 

developed site priority is given for development in this location. It is proposed that the footprint can 

be extended to allow for additional residential development-up to 350 dwellings. 

The area to the south east of Ponteland also includes previously developed sites in Green Belt, 

Leisure Centre & High School. It is proposed the area encompassing these sites extending towards 

the garden centre is designated for a mix of residential and employment sites. This will allow the 

leisure Centre & School to be removed from Green Belt. The existing development along Cheviot 

View & Ridgley Drive considered less severe than other areas, of lower landscape value and suitable 

for including employment land. This area could support 450 dwellings and 3 hectares of employment 

land. 

Other areas considered were to the south, and south west of Darras Hall, decided area of higher 

landscape sensitivity and development northwest would generate significant additional traffic in and 

out of Ponteland. 

 

3 Neighbourhood Plan Initial Survey and Questionnaire Results 



3.3 Selected Interviews 

 

A small number of local residents have contributed to a sample of brief interviews, they are all 

residents of NE 20 who are self employed. 

Case 1 An Architect started working from home in Ponteland and needed somewhere convenient to 

locate his new business. The family had decided to live in Ponteland because of the high quality of 

the education in the area. As most of his business was located out of the area and had no need for 

direct contact with clients he could rely on electronic communication he was able to find suitable 

premises within a mile from home. He employs 1 part-time employee. His reason for living in 

Ponteland was primarily to access the 3 tier education system. Located in the Meadowfield Estate 

Case 2 Local Property Consultant in partnership employs 5 other professional employees. Their 

location was chosen on an easy central access for all, a Ponteland location would have given 

problems with travelling times for some staff and that of poor public transport provision were taken 

into consideration. Prestwick Park considered as a location but due to a poor for public transport 

service, too large a unit for the number of staff. Newburn was chosen as it provided the best deal all 

inclusive with an easy opt out contract if necessary.  

Case 3 A local Architect located in Newcastle. This provides for clients from all over the North East to 

meet with easy access to their business address in the centre of Newcastle where hospitality can be 

given in the city centre. 

Case 4 A Sole Trader started his business in his study at home whilst still employed full time, after 

making his decision to go it alone he progressed into a small unit in Ponteland and employs 1 part 

time employee. The education provision in Ponteland was the main reason for the location decision 

even if the housing is more expensive, this outweighs living elsewhere. Has decided not to expand 

the business and stay in this location at Meadowfield Estate 

Case 5 Moved into the area from Newcastle to live and moved onto what was a new housing 

provision at Eland Estate. They considered starting the Financial Business Services in Ponteland, but 

too expensive and decided for the cheaper option at the enterprise centre at Newburn. This allowed 

an all in the price, easy in and out agreement. 

Case 6 A small businesses of owner rental properties, due to the high prices locally other areas for 

purchase to rent were decided upon one in Newcastle and the other in North Tyneside. Both give 

secured rents. 

Note:  Prestwick Park units are ideal for up to 10 members of staff, own transport is essential. 

 

 

4 Projected Population Growth for Ponteland 

4.1 Latest figures being accessed by Northumberland County Council ONS 2012 Data 

 



5 Anticipated Employment Growth 

5.1 Current Employment Base 

Ponteland’s employment base divides into the following categories: 

 Meadowfield Industrial Estate                                  Industrial Units/some Commercial Services 

 Prestwick Business Park                                             Commercial Services 

 Pont Park                                                                      Commercial Services 

 Kirkley Hall                                                                    FE & HE 

 Retail units in the village and the Broadway          Shops, Cafes, Restaurants & Pubs 

 Commercial Services village based                          Commercial Services 

  Working from home                                                  Mixed 

The Industrial Estate has declining occupancy with many units manufacturing and commercial 

unused for years. The new Business Park at Prestwick is struggling on 60-70% occupancy. Retail units 

in the Village and Broadway are constantly battling with vacant shops and change of mix. The 

Commercial Services are spread through the village centre and the approach roads to Ponteland. 

Factors for Consideration: 

Currently footfall is low, under the Regional and National of 65-75% with a high mix of: 

 A1 Shops represents 32% units in the Town Centre against 52% Regional & National figures 

 77% are Independent traders against 65% Regional & 24% National 

 A2 Financial & Professional services (Banks, Building Societies, Estate agents) 

 25% against 14% National figures 

 A3 Restaurants, Cafes 

 A4 Drinking Establishments 

 D1 Non Residential Institutions (Health Centres, Clinics, Church Halls 

In Comparison “Key Store Shop Attractors” or Household Names this is extremely low 

 No Department Stores 

 No Mixed Goods Retailers  

 3 Supermarkets Sainsbury’s, Waitrose and Co-op 

 1 Clothing 

 7% units vacant at any one time 

5.2 Ponteland Benchmark report 

 

6 Household Size Trends 

6.1 Census Information 

Household by Tenure 

The most recent data available shows the following information for the Civil Parish of Ponteland 



                                                                 51% Owned outright 

                                                                 35% Owned with a mortgage 

                                                                   5% Social rented 

                                                                   9% Private rented 

Accommodation Type 

Whole House/Bungalow           92.1% 

 

Divided into:                                         64.6% Detached properties 

                                                                 22.6% Semi-detached 

                                                                   4.9% Terraced 

                                                                   7.8% Apartments 

 

Household’s occupancy 

                                                                 95.2% one & above resident 

                                                                   4.8% no residents 

 

Average household size                        2.4 residents 

 

7 Affordable Housing 

7.1 Definitions (taken from the National Planning Policy Framework Document) 

Divides into three categories: 

 Socially rented 

 Affordable rented 

 Intermediate housing 

Socially rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing, provided to eligible households whose 

needs are not met by the market. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes and local 

house prices. Affordable housing should include provisions to remain at an affordable price for 

future eligible households or for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing 

provision. 



Socially rented housing is owned by local authorities and private registered providers (Section 80 of 

the Housing & Regeneration Act 2008) for which guideline target rents are determined through the 

national rent regime. 

Affordable rented housing is let by local authorities or private registered providers of social housing 

to households who are eligible for social rented housing. Affordable Rent is subject to rent controls 

that require a rent of no more than 80% of the local market rent. 

Intermediate housing is homes for sale and rent provided at a cost above social rent, but below 

market levels subject to the criteria in the Affordable Housing definition above. These may include 

shared equity, other low cost homes for sale and intermediate rent, but not affordable rented 

housing. 

Homes that do not meet the above definitions of affordable housing, such as “low cost market” 

housing, may not be considered as affordable housing for planning terms. 

 

Northumberland County Council has set a County target of 30% provision for affordable housing. 

This figure depends on a mix of factors from the identified site, market conditions, size of 

development and the unit cost. The aim is that they will be delivered on the application site and 

designed as part of the overall scheme, to promote social inclusion and contribute towards creating 

a mixed and balanced community. Any affordable housing contribution will take into account the 

extent of the housing need, the appropriate tenure mix required and the cost of the development. If 

affordable housing is justified to be provided off-site, a series of sequential steps will be applied. 

 

8 Sustainable Developments 

8.1 Sustainable Considerations    (reference to the NPPF document) 

The three categories are: 

 Economic 

 Social 

 Environmental 

An Economic Role-contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by 

ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right time to 

support growth and innovation; and by identifying and coordinating development requirements, 

including the provision of infrastructure. 

A Social Role-supporting strong vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the supply of housing 

required to meet the needs of present and future generations and by creating a high quality built 

environment with accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health 

social and cultural well being. 

An Environmental Role-contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic 

environment and as part of this helping to improve biodiversity, use natural recourses prudently, 



minimise waste and pollution and migrate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low 

carbon economy. 

None of the above should be taken in isolation and economic growth can secure higher social and 

environmental standards and well designed buildings and places can improve the lives of 

communities. 

 

9 Housing Needs for Ponteland Civil Parish 

9.1 Interview with Local Estate Agent 

The information gathered on house purchase and house rental specifically in the NE 20 area which 

covers Ponteland village, Darras Hall and the surrounding rural areas to include that of the “small 

area” 

The Estate Agents initial comments was that the Ponteland area does not follow the norm, it is 

unique that is its character & charm. Their clients aspire to live here and do not move here to work, 

but to acquire a better standard of living. The area attracts professional grades, (backed up by the 

census information) work, shopping and entertainment are sought further away by choice. This has 

been an historical factor of the development of the village and Darras Hall over the last 100 years. 

House purchasing market is consistent showing mainly families wishing to relocate into the area for 

the standard of living and the benefits the area can give into their future.eg. 3 tier education system, 

rural setting and a feel good factor. Younger age people without children and first time buyers would 

not choose to locate in Ponteland due the higher asking prices of properties. Young purchasers can 

acquire more for their money if they locate out of NE 20 and further into Newcastle suburbs e.g. 

Kingston Park or one of the new developments on the city fringe. 

The rental market attracts a wider spectrum of client from the footballer or the Manager’s relocated 

into the area requiring a high level of luxury accommodation, security and privacy which will not be 

met in other areas within easy reach of Newcastle and Sunderland. The transfer windows in January 

and June to August each year see a surge of new signings located into prestige properties by the 

respective Football Clubs. The properties they occupy are the mansions built in the boom years 

when property prices were souring. As developers have not been able to sell these expensive 

properties and their value has plummeted renting them out is the only option to pay back excessive 

loans. A cost of £3,500 to £6,000 per calendar month is not unusual. 

The second type of client, high end professional management careers minded individuals brought in 

to a prestigious Company are relocated to the north and part of the settlement package is suitable 

accommodation to match their status. 

Third type of client due to a career move needs locating their family with the benefits that Ponteland 

can offer with the prime objective to purchase a property after sampling and settling into the area. 

Lastly, those who for a variety of reasons can’t purchase a property as they can’t get mortgages due 

to poor credit rating, a poor credit score with Banks, been caught out in previous years, bankruptcy 

or have genuine concerns over how the interest rates will change over the next few years. 



Many of the rental properties, up to 25% are also up for sale at the same time, this has been due to 

a developer, in this instance the term developer will only be a small builder or company, who 

purchased in the boom years at a high price and now finds his acquisition has plummeted in today’s 

market and is faced with repayments on the original price and the only alternative is to rent out in 

the short term and have the property on the market at the same time. 

Interview with an Independent Mortgage Advisor 

Over recent years the housing market has progressed through difficult times which in turn have had 

a significant impact on house purchasing versus house rentals. 

As present interest rates are low and are set to rise slowly over a long period of time, most probably 

¼ % at each step of increase. The size of mortgages in this area is higher than normal than in the 

wider North East, due to the higher land value/prices in the NE 20 location. Mortgage deposits can 

be low, but mortgage lenders are increasingly concerned in reducing repayment defaults hence 

applying a more stringent scrutiny of the original application to borrow. Lenders are viewing where 

potential borrowers are spending their disposable income and their patterns of expenditure-from 

gym membership to credit card history all go into the final decision of the level of risk that 

application gives. Subsequently it is not a surprise that house sales have declined rapidly and the 

rental market has taken its place. 

A changing human behaviour to borrow to the maximum shows expectations are high with a have 

now pay later attitude, this may have been brought about in the generation where interest rates are 

low and borrowing is relatively easy to access. 

More people are turning to house rental rather than house purchase this alternative known as 

“generation of rents” rents can start from £500-£6,500 per calendar month in NE 20. 

For investors buying a property to rent is an option, yet to maximise return properties in the 

surrounding authorities, Newcastle and North Tyneside rather than locally give a greater return on 

your capital invested. 

 

 

10 Housing Need in the rest of Ponteland Small Area 

      No information available at present identifying need. 

11 Areas available in the Civil Parish 

        The SHLAA document shows areas of land that have been put forward for      

consideration. It should be noted that all these areas will be subject to a strict 

assessment criteria, this will inevitably reduce the number of sites and/or reduce areas 

originally submitted. 

 



 

 

12 Areas available in the rest of Ponteland Small Area 

      No information available at present identifying area. 

13 Review of Locations for delivering Housing Need 

      No information available at present. 

14 Preferred Plan for delivery of Housing in Ponteland Civil Parish 

      No information available at present. 

15 Proposed Neighbourhood Plan Policies 

      To follow 

 


